Any discussion of effective school expenditures should start with two well-established premises. First, funding and other resources are necessary but not sufficient for providing high-quality educational opportunities. As stated by Judge Howard Manning in deciding a school funding case, “Only a fool would find that money does not matter in education.” Second, simply spending money does not necessarily provide better learning opportunities. An expensive but ill-considered policy can prove wasteful or even counter-productive.

In considering beneficial expenditures, standardized test scores are the most commonly used measure of effectiveness. However, the relationship between high-quality education, test scores, and the amount spent is a highly attenuated one. Test scores alone are not a valid indicator of the broad range of public education goals. For example, while paying for a special education aide may be necessary for safety and equality reasons, there is no reason to expect appreciable school or district test score improvements as a result. The same can be said for many other recent areas of increased spending, such as security guards, girls’ sports (Title IX), guidance counselors, athletics, nurses, breakfast and lunch programs, alternative education programs, special education, and increases in employee health care premiums. These programs have value in their own right, but there is no
logical reason for most of them to have much more than an indirect effect on test scores. Other programs, such as dropout prevention, are—if successful—likely to have a **negative** effect on test scores, but they are still worthwhile.

On the expenditure side, money has different effects at different levels. As the international PISA test scores show, the amount of money allocated must pass an adequacy threshold. If the school is below this threshold, the lack of funding can have enormously harmful effects. If it is well above the threshold, adding additional resources may not make much difference. For example, a new school bell tower is unlikely to improve math scores. For all of the above reasons, simple comparisons of spending with test scores will systematically underestimate the effects of proper school funding.

**What Educational Investments Have the Best Payoff?**

The public debate has shifted from *does* money matter to *where* money matters. The past two decades have seen more than 70 studies exploring how much money is needed. These adequacy studies are based on implicit or explicit definitions of how money is most effectively spent. Clean, adequate facilities and learning supplies are unquestionably required. Likewise, qualified staff and a well-organized climate are necessary, although not as easy to measure. Below are eight additional areas where increased funding will likely lead to improved outcomes.

**Community and Social Factors:** It might seem strange to list outside-of-school factors as the first and most effective expenditure. Yet socio-economic factors are the strongest correlates of achievement test scores. While some advocates contend that schools can overcome the effects of poverty single-handedly, the research evidence does not support this contention. In fact, such claims “have the potential for doing serious harm.” In Montgomery County, Maryland, low-income students who attended schools with more affluent students cut the math achievement gap in half. Public housing students attending schools with more affluent students registered a sizeable 0.4 standard deviation advantage over similarly situated students attending schools with a less affluent population. Nations that provide greater equalities of learning opportunities score higher on PISA exams than nations with greater inequality. Given the enormous influence of economic and social conditions, ameliorating the negative effects of concentrated poverty may do more to improve our schools than most or all school reforms.

**Early Education:** Arguably the strongest single within-school factor is the provision of high-quality early education programs. For every dollar invested in early education, as much as $17 is saved in later education and social costs. While the magnitude of returns varies by study, there is near-universal agreement on the high returns on this investment.

**Community Schools:** When schools engage families continuously and provide related family, social and medical services, academic achievement and attendance tend to increase, and risky behaviors tend to decrease.
Extended Day and Year: Less affluent students lose as much as one-tenth of a standard deviation on math scores over the summer.\textsuperscript{16} Considering the cumulative effects, addressing this summer learning loss—along with similar learning losses associated with after-school time—may prove one of the most effective ways of closing the achievement gap. Yet, extra time must be more than just supervision and child care.\textsuperscript{17} The added time must offer the sort of engaged learning activities that are routinely available to more affluent students. The quality of summer and extended-day programs is critical for academic maintenance or gains. Yet, like early education, the greatest gains may be in non-academic areas. Some of these benefits can be derived through collaborations with existing community members and organizations. Odden and Picus calculate that one full-time teacher is needed for every 30 at-risk students. They also recommend a full-day summer program running for eight to nine weeks.\textsuperscript{18}

Full-day Kindergarten: Consistent with the research on early education and extending the school day and year, full-day kindergarten provides academic, socialization, attendance and readiness benefits that minimize later problems. However, as with early education and extended learning time, additional programs will accomplish little unless they are of high quality.\textsuperscript{19}

Class size: The evidence on class size is most clear for grades k-3, with studies recommending between 12 and 15 for traditional classes. Middle school findings suggest between 16 and 25. And high school classes between 16 and 25.\textsuperscript{20} However, for high-needs students, the drop-out literature tells us that much smaller caseloads with greater intensity are needed if interventions are to be successful.\textsuperscript{21}

Teacher Quality: There is near-universal agreement on the importance of high-quality teachers. There is evidence that teacher experience, credentials and test scores have a positive effect on student achievement.\textsuperscript{22} In recent policy initiatives, the use of standardized test score gains has been advanced by the federal government as a means of evaluating teachers, but this approach is problematic. Teachers showing high student growth on one test often show very low growth on other tests or in other classes or school years (and vice versa). The weakness of such measures and the resulting high error rates indicate that the use of such procedures in high-stakes applications is not warranted.\textsuperscript{23}

High-Needs Children and Categorical Aid: Economically disadvantaged children need approximately 40%-100% more funding per child. English language learners need 76% to 118% more.\textsuperscript{24} Yet for the nation as a whole, we spend $1,307 less per pupil on the education of disadvantaged students.\textsuperscript{25} Adequate or equitable funding is a legal requirement in most states but, more importantly, it is the foundation for any policy hoping to achieve equitable outcomes.

Conclusions

This list of eight policy areas where increased funding is likely to lead to improved outcomes is not meant to be exhaustive. A different author could validly add relevant items (with a different emphasis) to this list. Nevertheless, there is considerable consensus

http://nepc.colorado.edu/publication/options
regarding these areas, and they are therefore offered as a useful starting point for addressing effective school spending.\textsuperscript{26}

---
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Just as importantly, many popular policies and reforms cannot be on such lists, because research has shown them to be ineffective or harmful. These include mandatory grade retention, test-based accountability reforms, ability grouping, and increased school choice.